ACROSS
1. Chutney fruit
6. People hit them up for cash
10. Puzzle maker, e.g.
13. Tourney format
14. Like toffee
16. Kitchen gizmo company
17. Huge valley
18. Every-man-for-himself skirmish
19. Skier Hudak
20. Totally broken
22. ___ butter
24. Dallas Keuchel stat
25. In an on-target fashion
27. Removes the tangles
31. Morale booster
35. Airline mentioned in "Back in the U.S.S.R."
36. Off to the side from
38. Hit the gym, say
39. Actress Miranda of "The Lord of the Rings" movies
40. Full-blown craze
41. Small amount
42. Roman matchmaking god
43. Outermost of the Pentagon's five sections
44. Turn black
45. Some sneakers
47. Spaces between the faucet and the flood line in plumbing
49. First name in Sephora
51. Logical conjunction
52. Wig feature
55. Some pistols
59. John Wall's team, for short
60. Year before A.D. began
62. Sleazoid
64. Wood shaping tool

DOWN
1. Car sticker fig.
2. Baseballer turned "Shark Tank" shark, for short
3. Writer/director Ephron
4. Area where joke writers hangout?
5. Golf champ Mark
6. Maker of the Indestructo Steel Ball and Jet-Propelled Unicycle
7. Courtroom VIP
8. Tillis of country
9. Fret about blocking a play?
10. First word in the song "Get Back"
11. Farm team
12. Hold together
15. Mello ___
21. Powwows deciding what the "Poker Face" singer should do next?
23. Supernatural music from Seattle?
26. Maker of Deli-Cat cat food
27. Underwater threat
28. "Wrong guy!"
29. Did nothing with
30. Unfilled in
32. Big kerfuffle
33. Scheduled next
34. Has on
37. Alex and ___ (jewelers)
46. "Nuh-uh" reply
48. Mark of "Uptown Funk"
50. Burning residue
52. Initialism on an envelope
53. Command to the guests at a surprise party
54. "Crazy Train" singer
56. Red in the face?
57. Like some feminists
58. Planner, for short
61. Part of a TA's address
63. Series finale?